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What is BEAR vs BULL?

It's super simple, BEAR vs BULL is a community meme project of two tokens, yes, two tokens!

$BULL and $BEAR

● BEAR represents a BEARISH idea of the market, ie a bear market, many say that we are

currently in a bear market!

● BULL represents the opposite, a bullish idea of the market, in other words, as much to say

that BEAR vs BULL is rather in bullrun 🚀

Why BEAR vs. BULL?

Because it is often one or the other, either you are bullish or you are bearish, one or the other are

there to represent your state of mind! And, if you don't have an opinion, then just choose both.. or

neither..
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DAO

The first vocation of BEAR vs BULL is to be 100% community, we want to put the community at the

heart of the decisions taken for BEAR vs BULL, whether with regard to tokenomics, the decisions

taken, the partners chosen, the aspect of the website or the recruitment of the team, the BEAR vs

BULL team is here as administrator, or governor, that is to say that we manage and supervise all the

decisions wanted by the community, obviously we also lead things in parallel, but the word of each

member has as much weight as ours!

Our team is currently designing an exclusive DAO contract specific to BEAR vs BULL, any user will be

free to use it for any other token, but it will be on our platform.

The $BEAR and $BULL tokens will serve as governance tokens, i.e. they will allow you to vote directly,

in order to minimize transaction costs, votes will be made in the form of a signature, when a

proposal will be completed, the percentage of token held will be verified and the voting share will be

proportional. Creating a proposal will cost no $BEAR or $BULL, however a small transaction fee will

be expected ($0.10). Finally, the fees and conditions of use for tokens other than BEAR VS BULL will

be determined by the community.

FEES, BURN, DEFLATIONARY PROTOCOL
2% shared betweens holders % Burn + 1% Liquidity

The contracts are designed to offer 2% rewards to the holders on each transaction, but in these

holders there is also the furnace (the address where the burnt tokens are sent) the more this

furnace will contain tokens, the more it will obtain a big share on the 2% and therefore more tokens

will be burned, and so on! However, don't panic, the number of tokens initially burned is relatively

low (1%) so as to have a very slow evolution over several years!
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It's also the best way to reward holders! Like the furnace, transaction after transaction the number

of tokens of a holder will increase and proportionally his share on the 2%

TOKENOMICS

The tokenomics are identical for the two tokens, only the percentage of burn will be likely to evolve

according to the volume and the decisions taken by the community afterwards.

TOTAL SUPPLY of both tokens = 1,000,000

500,000 BEAR   +  500,000 BULL   (100%)

405,000 BEAR   +  405,000 BULL    (81%)   Liquidity (ILO)

35,000 BEAR   +     35,000 BULL   (07%)  Team

30,000 BEAR   +     30,000 BULL   (06%)  Ecosystem & Growth Fund

25,000 BEAR   +     25,000 BULL   (05%)  Marketing

5,000 BEAR   +       5,000 BULL    (01%)  Burn

● Liquidity from both tokens are locked 10 years on PINKSALE (link above)

● Both contracts are audit by TECHRATE

LINKS

Website - Telegram - Twitter

BEAR Audit - BEAR Contract - BEAR Liquidity Lock

BULL Audit - BULL Contract - BULL Liquidity Lock
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https://bearvsbull.space/
https://t.me/BearVsBullDao
https://twitter.com/BearVsBullDao
https://bearvsbull.space/BearVsBull.pdf
https://bscscan.com/address/0xb503a8ad4b5ae10a1d0c3b03c3069441c028c012
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1042736?chain=BSC
https://bearvsbull.space/BearVsBull-2.pdf
https://bscscan.com/address/0x7a366a8009051ede1bd7e20e54bcf1a7bfaa6d50
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1042735?chain=BSC

